right now we take you to the operations and check-out building we see the sts-130 commander george zamka getting suited up finish up their weather

headed over T final sudo endeavour is pilot terry virts getting on their orange launching entry suits they're officially known as advance crew escape system the Aces suit or as they affectionately refer to them as a pumpkin suits Bob Behnken will be the lead spacewalker for all three spacewalks on the sts-130 mission a
little more thumbs up and then perhaps

because here in the forecast this time

around it's things were more a okay this

time there were last night

mission specialist k higher they're

getting her helmet adjusted each suit

technician from the flight crew

equipment office assigned to each

astronaut one per astronaut

Nicholas Patrick they're almost on Annie

they're in the you know all smiles he'll

be also on all three spacewalks at this

particular mission first for him

spacewalks and finally Steve Robinson
the veteran space flier of this particular crew making his fourth flight

he'll be assisting the spacewalks from inside the space station so they pan around and look at the suit up room the operations and check-out building and there are the six astronauts for endeavours sts-130 mission making their way down the hallway in the crew quarters followed by Jerry Raza charger there when they're down here at the Kennedy Space Center seven time flown astronaut himself like to say say goodbye in the elevator there we go
these several other people will be

00:02:51,500 --> 00:02:57,949
riding along with the astronauts on the

00:02:53,780 --> 00:02:59,239
way to the pad including astronaut Chris

00:02:57,949 --> 00:03:01,099
Ferguson the deputy chief of the

00:02:59,239 --> 00:03:03,409
astronaut office will be doing the

00:03:01,099 --> 00:03:05,889
weather reconnaissance flights don't

00:03:03,409 --> 00:03:05,889
drop him off

00:03:06,199 --> 00:03:10,239
and here's endeavour's STS-130 crew

00:03:45,818 --> 00:03:51,339
and you can see head of the astronaut

00:03:47,709 --> 00:03:53,709
office Peggy Whitson along with one of

00:03:51,340 --> 00:03:59,289
the members of the closeout crew and the

00:03:53,709 --> 00:04:00,969
white overalls and that shot you could

00:03:59,289 --> 00:04:03,759
see them there's obviously a lot of

00:04:00,969 --> 00:04:08,219
media who are there to watch walk out as

00:04:03,759 --> 00:04:10,568
it's known and awful lot of well-wishers
employees friends people who are

obviously supporting the crews they want

to make sure that the astronauts know

that they are behind them and want to

wish them well before they head out the

launch pad and start their 13 day flight

to the International Space Station

the departure of the astro van

and of course the security escort